Protein kinase-mediated bidirectional trafficking and functional regulation of the human dopamine transporter.
Modification of the transport velocity of both the native neuronal and cloned presynaptic dopamine transporter (DAT) has been reported following activation/inhibition of second messenger system pathways. In order to identify the mechanism by which the functional activity of human DAT (hDAT) is regulated, we assessed the [3H]dopamine uptake kinetics, [3H] CFT binding characteristics, and, via immunofluorescent confocal microscopy, the cellular localization profiles of the hDAT expressed in both Sf9 and COS-7 cells following modulation of protein kinase C (PKC)- and protein kinase A (PKA)-dependent pathways. As with both native neuronal and cloned DATs, acute exposure of hDAT expressing Sf9 cells to the PKC activator PMA (1 microM), but not alphaPDD, reduced the Vmax (approximately 1 pmol/min/10(5) cells) for [3H]DA uptake by approximately 40%, an effect which was blocked by the protein kinase inhibitor staurosporine. Pretreatment of cells with staurosporine (500 nM) alone, however, increased [3H]DA uptake velocity by approximately 30%, an effect mimicked by the potent PKA inhibitor Rp-cAMPS. Activation of PKA-dependent pathways with Sp-cAMPS did not significantly modify DA uptake. Neither the Km of [3H]DA uptake (approximately 200 nM) nor the affinity of various substrates and transport inhibitors was altered by either PMA or staurosporine treatment. Despite changes in functional dopamine uptake velocity by PKC/PKA-dependent mechanisms, the estimated density of hDAT as indexed by whole-cell [3H] CFT binding was unchanged. Immunofluorescent confocal microscopy demonstrated that the observed functional consequence of PKC activation on [3H]DA uptake is associated with the rapid sequestration/internalization of hDAT protein from the cell surface, while the increase in DA uptake following PKC/PKA inhibition is the result of the recruitment of internalized or intracellular transporters to the plasma membrane. Identical rapid translocation patterns were observed in similarly treated COS-7 cells transiently expressing hDAT. These data suggest that the differential regulation of DAT transport capacity by both PKC- and PKA-dependent pathways are not a result of modifications in DAT catalytic activity. Moreover, the rapid shuttling of DATs between the plasma membrane and intracellular compartments provides an efficient means by which native DAT function may be regulated by second messenger systems, possibly following activation of presynaptic dopaminergic receptors, and suggests a role for cytoskeletal components in the dynamic regulation of DAT function.